SOUTHERN PINES APPEARANCE COMMISSION MINUTES
Special Meeting
April 24, 2014
Present:

Carol Haney, Harry Neely, Bruce Fensley, Cos Barnes

Staff Present: Adam Lindsay, Pete Morris, Debra Fisher
Carol Haney called the special meeting to order.
Decorative Crosswalks
Town Council is open to the idea of the decorative crosswalks and would like to have a demo to
see the product.
Adam Lindsay placed a conference call to, Scot Hope, with Gateway Systems. Adam Lindsay
introduced, Scot Hope, to the group and stated that he had visited with him and, Cory Albers,
and was interested in coming and doing a demo of the decorative crosswalk for the town.
Adam Lindsay asked if there were any advantages of their picking one section over another?
Scot Hope said there was not but they would prefer the crosswalk location for the demo to be
anywhere from 20 to 25 ft. across. Adam Lindsay suggested E. Connecticut for the location
since they can only do half in front of the train station. Everyone was in agreement that the
demo location should be at E. Connecticut.
Adam Lindsay asked what the time frame would be for the demo. Scott Hope stated that first
the pattern, border and color would need to be approved but could be done as early as the first
week of May.
Adam Lindsay asked what the width would be? Scott Hope stated that the width will be 6 to
8ft. Adam Lindsay stated that the town already has the white borders and that they would like
for the decorative crosswalk to be inside of those white borders. Scott Hope said that they
would need to know what the width is for the demo location. Adam Lindsay placed a call to,
Corey Albers, and asked how wide the crosswalks are that are in place now and if the white
borders are required? Corey Albers, said the crosswalks are about 6 ft. and that the white
borders are not required it is kind of traditional and is more for when the town is plowing.
Harry Neely, suggest instead of putting in a border with the pinecone pattern in the border put
a large pattern in the middle to keep it simple. Adam Lindsay, asked Scott Hope if that could be
done. Scott Hope stated that it could be done and he would put something together to show
what it would look like? For the color, Adam Lindsay, said that they would like to match the
current brick color downtown and asked what would be the best way to get that color match.
Scott Hope said he would send color chips to choose from. Adam Lindsay stated that what

needed to be done was get to, Scott Hope, the color and he was going to send them something
on the pattern so they could lock in a price for council.
Carol Haney asked if everyone was in agreement on the demo with the herringbone pattern or
going with what, Scott Hope, suggests with the pinecone design placed in the center 6 ft.
within the white borders. Everyone was in agreement.
Adjournment
Submitted by:
Debra Fisher
Town of Southern Pines

